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Tidy Script is a cursive-style constructed sans. Almost all letters
in the fonts connect. The typeface is inspired by engineering
letters and obscure typewriter faces. Tidy Script’s letter
structure is based on handwriting. Characters each have mild
slant; about 7˚. Counterforms are large, and the capitals are
more decorative than the lowercase. When using Tidy Script,
make sure to switch on the OpenType Contextual Alternate and
Ligatures features. That way, you’ll have automatic access to
the dozens extra glyphs in each of the fonts.

Friendly,
cursive-style
constructed
sans serif

Tidy Script is a cursive-style
constructed sans. Almost all
letters in the fonts connect.
The typeface is inspired by
engineering letters and obscure
typewriter faces. Tidy Script’s
letter structure is based on
handwriting. Characters
each have mild slant; about
7˚. Counterforms are large,
and the capitals are more
decorative than the lowercase.
When using Tidy Script, make
sure to switch on the OpenType
Contextual Alternate and
Ligatures features. That way,
you’ll have automatic access to
the dozens extra glyphs in each
of the fonts.
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Weights Overview

Regular

Little Prince

The novella is the fourth most-translated book in the world & the
Medium

Sweet Lover
Cocktail may mean any beverage that contains three or more…

Bold

Nightingale
It belongs to a group of more terrestrial species, often called*

Raspberry

Black

Both the red & the black raspberry species have albino-like…

Tidy Script Light
Tidy Script Regular
Tidy Script Medium
Tidy Script Bold
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Weights Overview

Menu van de dag
[ S p e c i alt i e s ]

Muffin
200g
3/4 cup
180g
1/2 tbsp
6/8 cup

honey nut cornflakes
chocolate hazelnut spread
full-fat cream cheese
roasted and chopped hazelnuts
biological yoghurt

Snowy

Only £87!
Hurricanes

№5

Trend: Pastels & Lace
NOW PERFORMING

Wild flower
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Light
54 Pt

Light
19 Pt

Light
94 Pt

Moonlight
Dreamer

Modern day balloons are made
from materials such as rubber,
latex, polychloroprene, or a nylon
fabric, and can come in many

Glowly

Tidy Script Light + Regular

Regular
54 Pt

Regular
19 Pt

Regular
94 Pt

Moonlight
Dreamer

Modern day balloons are made
from materials such as rubber,
latex, polychloroprene, or a nylon
fabric, and can come in many

Maxis

Light
13 Pt

Party balloons are mostly made of a natural
latex tapped from rubber trees, and can be filled
with air, helium, water, or any other suitable

Regular
13 Pt

Party balloons are mostly made of a natural
latex tapped from rubber trees, and can be filled
with air, helium, water, or any other suitable

Light
8 Pt

A decorative use for balloons is in balloon drops. In a balloon drop, a plastic
bag or net filled with air-inflated balloons is suspended from a fixed height.
Once released, the balloons fall onto their target area below. Balloon drops
are commonly performed at New Year's Eve celebrations and at political
rallies and conventions, but may also be performed at celebrations, including
graduations and weddings. For decades, people have also celebrated with

Regular
8 Pt

A decorative use for balloons is in balloon drops. In a balloon drop, a plastic
bag or net filled with air-inflated balloons is suspended from a fixed height.
Once released, the balloons fall onto their target area below. Balloon drops
are commonly performed at New Year's Eve celebrations and at political
rallies and conventions, but may also be performed at celebrations, including
graduations and weddings. For decades, people have also celebrated with
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Medium
54 Pt

Medium
19 Pt

Medium
94 Pt

Medium
13 Pt

Medium
8 Pt

Moonlight
Dreamer

Modern day balloons are made
from materials such as rubber,
latex, polychloroprene, or a
nylon fabric, and can come in

Delice

Party balloons are mostly made of a natural
latex tapped from rubber trees & can be filled
with air, helium, water, or any other suitable
A decorative use for many balloons is in balloon drops. In a balloon drop,
a plastic bag or net filled with air-inflated balloons is suspended from
a fixed height. Once released, the balloons fall onto their target area below.
Balloon drops are commonly performed at New Year's Eve celebrations
and at political rallies and conventions, but may also be performed at
celebrations, including graduations and weddings. For decades, people have

Tidy Script Medium + Bold

Bold
54 Pt

Bold
19 Pt

Bold
94 Pt

Bold
13 Pt

Bold
8 Pt

Moonlight
Dreamer

Modern day balloons are made
from materials such as rubber,
latex, polychloroprene, or a
nylon fabric, and can come in

Lovey

Party balloons are mostly made of a natural
latex tapped from rubber trees & can be filled
with air, helium, water, or any other suitable
A decorative use for many balloons is in balloon drops. In a balloon drop,
a plastic bag or net filled with air-inflated balloons is suspended from a
fixed height. Once released, the balloons fall onto their target area below.
Balloon drops are commonly performed at New Year's Eve celebrations
and at political rallies and conventions, but may also be performed at
celebrations, including graduations and weddings. For decades, people
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Details Overview

Vertical proportions of Tidy Script

Although numerals in Tidy Script are not connected with each other, they fit with the rest of the character set

Typography
Figures align with
uppercase

Very low
contrast

Decorative, swashy
uppercase shapes

Open
construction
of ‘R’

Moderate
x-height

He asked me 2× to give back those
$21. I had more than £987 and €53;
Marry had ¥106 and Jeff — ₨70

Shapes inspired
by handwriting

7° slant
angle

Ascenders
slightly higher
than caps

Prominent
diacritics

Final form
of ‘�’ without
connecting
stroke

l
Lowercase characters
generally remain connected

Tidy Script supports most European languages written with the Latin script, but it is optimized for English

Brøađ łânģuågęș ßupþőrters
Tidy Script supports the fraction feature, which can be activated from the Open Type Features panel

411/45 52569/23 63900123/78 4290/8191

Single-storey ‘g’
with a loop

Alternate l with a loop
(stylistic set 2)

Some lettershapes have alternate versions, without the connecting stroke, which are automatically used in
letter combinations where a connection is not aesthetically pleasing or at the end of the word.

bb o� pp rr ss vv ww þ�

Ligatures for better text-flow; alternate versions of S and E (Stylistic Set 1); a loop version of l (Stylistic Set 2)

Mexico Czars in Sullen Soxers Express Emails
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Character Overview

Lowercase

Standard Punctuation

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q rst u v w x y z

( ) [ ] { } _ - – — ‘ ’ “ ” ‚„ ‹ › « » * ., : ; …
!¡?¿/\|¦&·•

Lowercase Alternates (used automatically within the ligature feature)

��� ����

l

Lowercase Foreign Characters

(SS02)

ES

àáâãäåāăąæçćĉċčďðđèéêë
ēĕėęěĝğġģĥħìíîïĩīĭįiĳĵķĺļľ
ŀłñńņňòóôõöōŏőøœŕŗřśŝš
şșßťţŧùúûüũūŭůűųŵẁẃẅý
ŷÿỳźżžþ

Lining Figures

Lowercase Foreign Characters Alternates

Uppercase

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRS
TUVWXYZ
Uppercase Alternates (SS01)

0123456789
Denominators

Numerators

0123456789

0123456789

�����������������
Fractions

¼½¾⅛⅜⅝⅞

Ligatures

cx cz ex ez ff fi fl ffi sx sxs tx xs xsx zx
Cx Cz Ex Kj Rj Rp Ti Tj
Currency and Miscellaneous Symbols

¢ € $ ₨ ¥ £ ƒ ¤ ª º ¹ ² ³ ¼ ½ ¾ # % ‰
'"†‡ ⁄§¶+−±÷×=<>≤≥≠¬°µπ∂
∫ ^~∑∏√∞≈∆Ω℮ℓ◊№@©®™

Uppercase Foreign Characters

ÀÁÂÃÄÅĀĂĄÆÇĆĈĊČĎÐ
Đ È É Ê Ë Ē Ĕ Ė Ę ĚĜĞĠĢ Ĥ Ħ Ì Í Î
Ï Ĩ Ī Ĭ Į İ Ĳ Ĵ Ķ Ĺ Ļ Ľ Ŀ ŁÑŃŅŇ
ÒÓÔÕÖŌŎŐØŒ Ŕ Ŗ ŘŚŜŠŞȘ
Ť Ţ Ŧ Ù Ú Û Ü Ũ Ū Ŭ Ů Ű Ų Ŵ Ẁ
ẂẄÝŶŸỲ Ź Ż ŽÞ
Uppercase Foreign Characters Alternates (SS01)

È É Ê Ë Ē Ĕ Ė Ę Ě Ś Ŝ Ş Š Ș
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Text Setting

Tidy Script Regular 7.5/13 Pt

¶

Tidy Script Regular 21/26 Pt

The #development of

Roman typeface is traced
back to Greek lapidary
letters. Greek lapidary
letters were carved ≈6420

Light

A.D. into stone and “one
of the first formal uses of
Western letterforms”; after
that, they evolved into the
monumental capitals, which
laid the foundation for
Western design, especially
serif typefaces. There are 2
styles of Roman typefaces
that we can easily classify:
the old style & the modern.
T he former is characterized

Medium

by its similarly-weighted
lines, while the ∑15elatter
is distinguished by its
[contrast of light ] and heavy
lines. Often, these styles
are combined. By the 20th
century, computers turned
#type_design into
a rather simplified process.
T his has allowed the very
considerable number of
@typefaces and styles
940.000 to proliferate
exponentially, as there now
are thousands available.
Unfortunately, confusion
between typeface and font*
(the various styles of a

Bold

¶ The #development of Roman typeface may easily
be traced back to Greek lapidary letters. Greek lapidary
letters were carved ≈6420 A.D. into stone and “one of
the first formal uses of Western letterforms”; after that,
they evolved into the monumental capitals, which then
laid the foundation for Western typographical design,
especially serif typefaces. There are two very different
styles of Roman typefaces to be distinguished: the old
style & the modern. T he former one is characterized
by its similarly-weighted lines, while the 15e latter is
slightly distinguished by its [contrast of light ] and
heavy lines. Often, depanding on the desing, these styles
occur to be combined. By the 20th century, computers
turned #type_design into a rather simplified process.
T his has allowed the number of @typefaces and styles
940.000 to proliferate exponentially,as there now
are thousands available. Confusion between typeface
and font* (= the various styles of a typeface) occurred

Log in

About

Info

Sweety
Sweets

Blog

B

Berry Books

Lollipop

Pineap-

Calories 		
Calories from fat
% Daily Value
Total Fat		
Saturated Fat
Trans Fat		
Cholesterol		
Sodium		
Total Carbs.		
Dietary Fiber
Sugars		
Protein		

Calories 		
Calories from fat
% Daily Value
Total Fat		
Sat. Fat		
Trans Fat		
Cholesterol		
Sodium		
Total Carbs.		
Dietary Fiber
Sugars		
Protein		

51 (213 kJ)
0
1
0g
0%
0g
0%
0g
0%
0mg 0%
0mg 0%
13g
4%
0g
0%
10g 25%
0g
0%

Icecream
Calories 		
207 (862kJ)
Total Fat 		
11g
16%
Saturated Fat
7g
35%
Cholesterol 		
44mg 14%
Carbohydrate
24g 8%
Dietary Fiber
0,7g 2%
Sugar 			21g 99%
Protein 		
3,5g 7%

51 (213 kJ)
0
1
0g
0%
0g
0%
0g
0mg 0%
0mg 0%
13g
4%
0g
0%
10g
0g

Magical
Succulents

Wa
Calories 		
Calories from fat
% Daily Value
Total Fat		
Sat. Fat		
Trans Fat		
Cholesterol		
Sodium		

51 (213 kJ)
0
1
0g
0%
0g
0%
0g
0mg 0%
0mg 0%

Easy Guide to
Grow Your
Succulent Garden

Funky
Summer
Tunes
T he Great Compilation
Side A

Boh Rapsody
QUEEN
Is this the real life?
Is this just fantasy?
Caught in a landslide
No escape from reality
Open your eyes
Look up to the skies and see
I'm just a poor boy,
I need no sympathy
Because I'm easy come,
easy go

Lyrics Queen
—Browse—

A

B

C

Mamma Mia
ABBA
I have been cheated by you since
you know when
So I made up my mind, it must come
to an end
Look at me now, will I ever learn?
I don't know how but I suddenly
lose control
T here's a fire within my soul
Just one look and I can hear
a bell ring
One more look and I forget
everything
Mamma mia, here I go again
My my, how can I resist you?

Dadd
BON

She's crazy like a
What about it Da
She's crazy like a
What about it Da
I'm crazy like a fo
What about it Da

Daddy, Daddy
Daddy, Daddy
Daddy, Daddy

— Mr. Amadly —
since 1872

N

T he
Very Crazy
Judge

Good Night Blend

The Purple
Flight
•
Premium Tea Selection
•

GET

I N S P I R E D!

